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The Eili/iwoman,'In Russia. "Our readers will observe that throughout our remarks
we have relied on the statements of an anonymous author. But we have various
grounds, which we can barely glance at, for receiving them with confidence. In the first
place, they correspond substantially with the statements upon similar topics of Haxthausen
and Custine, and, in addition to this, they convey with them the impression that we are
dealing with a truthful person. Her volume displays little of the practised writer's art
but it is clear, calm, sensible, and apparently candid. She is properly careful to disguise
the names of the persons to whom she refers, and whom she may have met in Russian
society. She is frequently, by the remembrance of much hospitable treatment, induced
to say all she can in their praise. She cordially remembers the warmheartedness of her
Russian friends, and bids adieu to them for ever with regret ; and she may or may not
have published her impressions reluctantly, but, at all events, we are disposed to receive
them as accurate and authentic."-Tiines.

The Enylishwomaii in Russia. ''Since the 'Letters from the Baltic,' we have met
with no book descriptive of the society and mnanhiers of a foreign nation, comparable with
these impressions of a ten years' residence in the land of our astute and powerful enemy.
It is no mere passing impression of the points of difference of life and feeling, which the
most careless traveller can gather from the surface of social life as he rides or drives
post-haste through anew country, that our gifted authoress presentsIn her present volume.
Her views are the results of experience, and her opinions such as study alone can
warrant a writer in exprcssing."-JJiitnnia.

The Englishwoman in 1?u.ssia ''Ten years of domestication in Russia might be
expected to produce some knowledge of the country, when the person so domesticated was
an English lady, free from prejudice, frank in her disposition, shrewd in her perceptions.
Ladies are among the best observers of our home life, and the writer of this book proves
unquestionably that she has all the qualifications necessary to a trustworthy reporter.
Her book, written without pretension, is admirably put together ; it is not a diary, but
a planned and well-considered piece of writing ; arid though it consists mainly of incidents
belonging to the author's personal experience, they are all such as serve to display in
the most striking way some general fact, the author's purpose being to illustrate not
herself, but Russia, to tell not any part of her own inner life, but something of the inner
life of a great empire concerning which too many false accounts are current. It is a
very valuable as well as a very delightful book. "-Exajnincr.
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